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Abstract￿This paper presents a type of stock models for uncertain markets by using uncertainty theory. Firstly, a brief history 
of stock models and some methodologies are reviewed. Next, some useful concepts and properties about uncertain process are 
recalled. Then, a stock model for uncertain markets is formulated by the tool of uncertain differential equation. Some option 
pricing formulas on the proposed uncertain stock model are investigated and some numerical calculations are illustrated. 
Finally, some remarks are made in the concluding section. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
In 1973, Black and Scholes (1973) proposed the famous Black-Scholes model in stock market based on the geometric 
Brownian motion, and gave an option pricing formula. After that, the formula was used to evaluate other financial derivative. 
Nowadays, it has become an indispensable tool in financial market. In 2004, Liu (2004) founded a credibility theory to study 
the behavior of fuzzy phenomena. Soon afterwards Liu (2008) proposed a stock model based on a fuzzy process. Then Qin 
and Li (2008) derived the corresponding European option pricing formulas. Following that, Gao and Gao (2008) presented a 
mean-reverting stock model for fuzzy markets, which was generalized by Peng (2008) later.  
However, a lot of surveys showed that some imprecise quantities, such as information and knowledge represented by 
human language, behave neither like randomness nor like fuzziness. In order to model these imprecise quantities, uncertainty 
theory was founded by Liu (2007) in 2007 and refined by Liu (2010a) in 2010 based on normality, monotonicity, self-duality, 
countable subadditivity, and product measure axioms. Lots of researchers have contributed in this area. Gao (2009) showed 
some properties of continuous uncertain measure. You (2009) proved some convergence theorems of uncertain sequences. 
Liu and Ha (2010) gave a formula of the expected value of function of uncertain variables. With the development of 
uncertainty theory, Liu (2009) proposed uncertain programming which is essentially a type of mathematical programming 
involving uncertain variables. Besides, Liu (2010c) introduced uncertain risk analysis and reliability analysis to deal with system 
risk and reliability. Moreover, Li and Liu (2009) proposed uncertain logic to deal with uncertain knowledge via uncertainty 
theory, and Liu (2009c) developed uncertain entailment in the framework of uncertain logic. In order to derive consequences 
from uncertain knowledge or evidence, Liu (2010b) introduced uncertain inference and proposed the first inference rule, and 
Gao, Gao and Ralescu (2010) extended the inference rule to the case with multiple antecedents and with multiple if-then rules. 
In addition, Zhu (2010) presented uncertain optional control and applied it to a portfolio selection model. In order to collect 
and interpret expert's experimental data by uncertainty theory, Liu (2010a) introduced a questionnaire survey and proposed 
uncertain statistics for determining uncertainty distributions.  
In order to study the evolution of uncertain phenomena with time, Liu (2008) proposed a concept of uncertain process in 
2008, and Liu (2009b) designed a canonical process in 2009. In addition, Liu (2009b) invented uncertain calculus to deal with 
differentiation and integration of function of uncertain processes, and Liu (2008) defined uncertain differential equation. After 
that, Chen and Liu (2010) gave an existence and uniqueness theorem for uncertain differential equations. By means of 
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uncertain differential equation, Liu (2009b) proposed a stock model for uncertain markets that are essentially a kind of markets 
consistent with uncertain measure. Following that, Chen (2010) derived an American option pricing formula. 
While Liu’s stock model describes stock prices in short-run properly, it can not describe stock prices in long-run, as the 
stock prices fluctuate around some average price in long-run. In this paper, we will present a new uncertain stock model to 
describe the stock prices in long-run and prove its corresponding option pricing formulas. The remainder of this paper is 
structured as follows. The next section is intended to introduce some concepts of uncertain process. A new type of stock 
model for uncertain markets and its extensions are formulated in Section 3. After that, European option pricing formulas and 
American option pricing formulas for the proposed uncertain stock model are investigated in Section 4 and Section 5, 
respectively. Finally, some remarks are made in Section 6. 
 
2.  PRELIMINARIES 
Uncertain process was defined by Liu (2008) as a sequence of uncertain variables indexed by time or space. In this section, we 
will introduce some useful definitions and properties about uncertain process. 
 
Definition 1. (Liu (2008)) 
Let T  be an index set and let (,,) LM G  be an uncertainty space. An uncertain process is a measurable function from 
(,,) TLM G ·  to the set of real numbers, i.e., for eachtT ˛  and any Borel set B  of real numbers, the set  
{}{|()} tt XBXB gg ˛=˛  
 is an event. 
 
An uncertain process  t X  is said to have independent increments if 
010211 ,,,,
kk ttttttt XXXXXXX
- --- L  
are independent uncertain variables where  0 t  is the initial time and  12 ,,, k ttt L  are any times with  01 k ttt <<< L . For this 
case,  t X  is said to be an independent increment process. 
 
Theorem 1. (Liu (2010d), Extreme Value Theorem) 
Let  t X   be an independent increment process with a continuous uncertainty distribution () t x F  at each time t. Then the 
supremum 
0
sup t
ts
X
££
 
has an uncertainty distribution 
0
()(). inf t ts
xx YF
££
=  
 Moreover, if  f  is an increasing function, then  
0
() sup t
ts
fX
££
 
 has an uncertainty distribution 
1
0
()(()). inf t ts
xfx UF
-
££
=  
 
Definition 2. (Liu (2009b)) 
An uncertain process  t C  is said to be a canonical process if 
 (i)  0 0 C = and almost all sample paths are Lipschitz continuous, 
 (ii)  t C  has stationary and independent increments, 
(iii) every increment  sts CC + -  is a normally distributed uncertain variable with expected value 0  and variance 
2 t , whose 
uncertainty distribution is 
1
()1exp,.
3
t
x
xx
t
p
-
=+-˛￿ ￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿
ŁŁłł
F  
If  t C  is a canonical process, then the uncertain process  exp() tt GetC s =+  is called a geometric canonical process, where e 
is called the log-drift and s  is called the log-diffusion. 
  
Definition 3. (Liu (2009b))  
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Let  t X  be an uncertain process and let  t C  be a canonical process. For any partition of closed interval [,] ab with 
12 , k atttb =<<<= L  the mesh is written as  1 1
max||. ii ik
tt + ££
=- D  Then the uncertain integral of  t X  with respect to  t C  is  
1 0 1
lim() d
k
ii i
b
ttttt a i
XCXCC
D + ﬁ =
=- ￿ ￿  
provided that the limit exists almost surely and is an uncertain variable. 
 
Definition 4. (Liu (2008)) 
Suppose  t C  is a canonical process, and  f  and  g are two given functions. Then 
(,)(, d ) dd tttt XftXtgtXC =+  
is called an uncertain differential equation. 
 
Let  t X  be the bond price, and  t Y  the stock price. Assume that the stock price  t Y  follows a geometric canonical process. 
Then Liu's stock model (2009b) is written as follows, 
dd
ddd
tt
tttt
XrXt
YeYtYC s
=
=+
￿
￿
￿
 
where r  is the riskless interest rate, e  is the stock drift, and s  is the stock diffusion, and  t C  is a canonical process. Liu [13]  
gave European option pricing formulas for Liu's stock model, and Chen [4] gave American option pricing formulas. 
 
 
3.  A NEW STOCK MODEL 
In this section, we give some new uncertain stock models for financial markets as a counterpart of Black-Karasinski’s model 
(1991). 
Let  t X  be the bond price, and  t Y  the stock price. Then a new uncertain stock model with mean-reverting process may be 
represented as follows, 
)
dd
ddd (
tt
tttt
XrXt
YmYtYC as
=
=-+
￿
￿
￿
                                                             (1) 
where  ,,, rmas are some given positive constants, and  t C  is a canonical process. 
This model incorporates a general economic behavior: mean reversion. That is, when the stock price / t Ym a > , it has a 
negative drift, thus the price tends to fall more likely; when the stock price  / t Ym a < , it has a positive drift, thus the price 
tends to rise more likely. Thus the stock prices appear to be pulled back to a long-run average level  / m a  over time. 
  A natural generalization for the above stock model is 
)
d
d (
d
dd
t
ttt
tt
tttt
XrXt
YmYtYC as
=
=-+
￿
￿
￿
 
where  ,,, tttt rmas  are deterministic functions of the time t, and  t C  is a canonical process. 
  Now we assume that there are multiple stocks whose prices are determined by multiple canonical processes. For this case, we 
have a multi-factor stock model in which the bond price  t X  and the stock prices  it Y are determined by 
1
(),1,2,
dd
ddd ,
tt
n
itiiitijjt
j
XrXt
YmYtCik as
=
=
=-+=
￿
￿
￿
￿ ￿ ￿ L
 
where  ,,, iiij rmas are deterministic real numbers and  jt C  are canonical processes for  1,2,, ik = L  and  1,2,, jn = L , 
respectively. 
   
4.  EUROPEAN OPTIONS 
A European option gives one the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell a stock at a specified time for a specified price. 
Assume that a European call option has a strike price  K  and an expiration time T . If 
T Y  is the final price of the underlying  
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stock, then the payoff from buying a European call option is  ()
T YK
+ - . Considering the time value of money resulted from 
the bond, the present value of this payoff is exp()()
T rTYK
+ -- . 
 
Definition 5. 
Assume a European call option has a strike price K and an expiration time T. Then this option has price 
exp()[()].
cT frTEYK
+ =--  
 
Theorem 2. (European Call Option Pricing Formula) 
Assume a European put option for the stock model (1) has a strike price K and an expiration time T. Then the European call 
option price is 
3
exp()(1exp())ln1exp
3
c frTT
sp
ab
pa
=---+- ￿￿￿￿
￿￿￿￿
ŁŁłł
                                           (2) 
where  ( ) ( ) 0 exp()()/exp(). KmTYmT baaassa =------ 
 
Proof.  
It follows from the chain rule that 
d(exp())exp()dexp()d
exp()exp()()e dxp()
exp()ex
dd
dd   p().
ttt
ttt
t
tYtYttY
tYttmYtatC
mtttC
aaaa
aaaas
asa
=+
=+-+
=+
 
Integration on both sides of above equation yields 
0 00 exd p()exp()exp( d ).
tt
ts tYYmsssC aasa -=+ ￿￿  
This means 
0 0 exp()()exp()exp() d .
t
ts
mm
YtYtsC asaa
aa
=+--+- ￿  
Then we have 
{}
0
0
d exp(){}
exp()exp()exp()   dd
exp()[()]
T
T
u
T c
rTMYKss
rTMTuCss
frTEYK
d saa
¥
¥
+
--‡
--‡
=--
=
=
￿
￿￿
 
where  
0 exp()().
mm
KTY da
aa
=---- ￿￿
￿￿
Łł
 
Since 
0 exp() d  
T
u uC a ￿ has a normal uncertainty distribution
0
0,exp() d  
T
Nuu a
￿￿
￿￿
Łł ￿ , we have 
 
() {}
0
/(1exp())
exp()exp()exp()(exp( d)1)
T
u
MsT
MTuCsMTTs
xasa
s
saaaax
a
>--
￿￿ ￿￿ -‡=--‡ ￿￿￿￿
￿￿ ￿￿
=
￿  
where x  is a normal uncertain variable. So  
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exp()
exp()
exp()(1exp()){}
1
exp()(1exp())1exp
3
3
exp()(1exp())ln1ex
d
d
p
d
3
c
s
frTMs
T
rTTMss
rTTss
rTT
a
x d ssa
s
ax b a
sp
a b a
sp
ab
pa
¥ =-> ￿
--
¥ =---> ￿
-
¥ =---+ ￿
=---+-
￿￿
￿￿
￿￿
￿￿ ￿￿
￿￿ ￿￿ Łł Łł
￿￿ ￿￿
￿￿ ￿￿ Łł Łł
 
where  
( ) ( ) 0 exp()()/exp(). KmTYmT baaassa =------ 
The European call option pricing formula is verified. 
 
Example 1. 
    Assume that a stock is presently selling for a price 0 30 Y = , the riskless interest rate  8% r =  per annum, 0.1 m = , 
0.06 a =  and  7.5 s = .  Consider a European call option with an expiration time  0.25 T =  and a strike price 31 K = . By the 
European call option pricing formula (2), we effectively calculate out that the price is 0.2245. 
Assume that a European put option has a strike price  K  and an expiration time T . If 
T Y  is the final price of the underlying 
stock, then the payoff from buying a European put option is  ()
T KY
+ - . Considering the time value of money resulted from 
the bond, the present value of this payoff is exp()()
T rTKY
+ -- . 
 
Definition 6. 
Assume a European put option has a strike price K  and an expiration time T . Then this option has price  
exp()[()].
T p frTEKY
+ =--  
 
Theorem 3. (European Put Option Pricing Formula) 
Assume a European put option for the stock model (1) has a strike price  K  and an expiration time T . Then the European 
put option price is 
3
exp()(1exp())ln1expln1exp
33
. p frTT
spp
abg
pa
=---+-+ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
ŁŁŁłłŁŁłłł
              (3) 
where  
( ) ( )
0 exp()()/exp() KmTYmT baaassa =------  
 and 
( ) ( )
0 exp()()/exp() mTYmT gaassa =------ . 
Proof.  
According to the definition of expected value of uncertain variable, we have  
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{}
{}
0
0
0
0
0
exp()[()]
exp(){()}
exp(){}
exp(){}
exp(){}
exp()exp()exp()
exp()(1
d
d
d
d
dd
d exp())
exp()(1e
T
T
K
T
K
T
K
T
T
u K
p frTEKY
rTMKYss
rTMKYss
rTMYss
rTMYss
rTMTuCss
rTTMss
rT
d
d
b
g
saa
s
ax
a
s
a
+
¥ +
-
=--
=--‡
=--‡
=-£
=-£
=--£
=---£
=--
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿￿
￿
1
xp())1exp
3
3
exp()(1exp())ln1expln1exp
d
33
Tss
rTT
b
g
p
a
spp
abg
pa
-
-+-
=---+-+
￿￿￿￿
￿￿￿￿
ŁŁłł
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
ŁŁŁłłŁŁłłł
￿
 
where 
( ) 0 /exp()(/) KmTYm daaa =---- , 
( ) ( )
0 exp()()/exp() KmTYmT baaassa =------ , 
( ) ( )
0 exp()()/exp() mTYmT gaassa =------   
and x  is a normal uncertain variable. The European put option pricing formula is verified. 
 
 
Example 2. 
  Assume that a stock is presently selling for a price  0 30 Y = , the riskless interest rate  8% r =  per annum, 0.1 m = , 
0.06 a =  and  7.5 s = .  Consider a European put option with an expiration time  0.25 T =  and a strike price  29 K = . By the 
European put option pricing formula (3), we effectively calculate out that the price is0.4531. 
 
5.  AMERICAN OPTIONS 
An American option gives one the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell a stock before a specified time for a specified 
price. Assume that an American call option has a strike price K  and an expiration time T . If  t Y  is the price of the underlying 
stock at some timet , then the payoff from buying an American call option is  
0
() sup t
tT
YK
££
+ - . 
Considering the time value of money resulted from the bond, the present value of this payoff is 
0
exp sup()
t
tT
YK
+
££
- . 
 
Definition 7. 
    Assume an American call option has a strike price K  and an expiration time T . Then this option has price 
0
[supexp()()].
t
tT
c fErtYK
+
££
=-- 
 
Theorem 4. (American Call Option Pricing Formula) 
Assume an American call option for the stock model (1) has a strike price K and an expiration time T. Then the American 
call option price is 
()
1
0
0 0
exp()()()exp()
sup1exp.
3(1exp())
d c
tT
rtsKmmYt
fs
t
paaaa
sa
-
¥
££
+-+--
=+
--
￿￿ ￿￿
￿￿ ￿￿
Łł Łł ￿                   (4) 
Proof.   
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We first calculate the uncertainty distribution  t F  of  exp()() t rtYK
+ -- . For each (0,] tT ˛ , it is obvious that 
()0 t x F =  provided 0 x < . When  0 x > , we have 
{ }
{}
0 0
0 0
0 0
()exp()()
exp()exp()()exp()exp()
exp()exp()exp()
exp()exp()
d
d
dexp()
t
t
s
t
s
t
t xMrtYKx
mm
MrttYtsCKx
mm
MsCrttxKtY
m
MssrttxKtY
asaa
aa
saaa
aa
saxaa
a
F
+
+
=--£
=-+--+--£
=£++---
=£++---
￿￿ ￿￿
￿￿ ￿￿
Łł ￿￿
￿￿￿￿
￿￿￿￿
ŁłŁł
￿￿
￿￿
Łł
￿
￿
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m
a
￿￿
￿￿
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where x  is a normal uncertain variable. So we obtain 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) { }
()
1
0
0
exp()()()exp()
1exp.
3(1exp())
()exp()exp()/(exp()1) t
rtxKmmYt
t
xMrttxKmtYmt
paaaa
sa
xaaaaasa F
-
+-+--
+-
--
=£++----
= ￿￿￿￿
￿￿￿￿
ŁŁłł
 
It follows from the extreme value theorem that  
0
supexp()() t
tT
rtYK
+
££
--  
 has an uncertainty distribution 
()
1
0
0
exp()()()exp()
()inf1exp.
3(1exp()) tT
rtxKmmYt
x
t
paaaa
sa
Y
-
££
+-+--
=+-
--
￿￿ ￿￿
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Thus we get 
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0
0
0
0 0
0
0 0
1
0
exp()()()exp()
inf1exp
3(1exp())
exp()()()exp()
sup1exp
3(1e
supexp()() d
1 d
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tT
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d
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s
a
-
-
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The American call option pricing formula is verified. 
 
Example 3. 
    Assume that a stock is presently selling for a price 0 30 Y = , the riskless interest rate  8% r =  per annum, 0.1 m = , 
0.06 a =  and  7.5 s = .   Consider an American call option with an expiration time  0.25 T =  and a strike price 31 K = . By the 
American call option pricing formula (4), we  effectively calculate out that the price is 0.2244 . 
 
Assume that an American put option has a strike price  K  and an expiration time T . If  t Y  is the price of the underlying stock 
at some time t , then the payoff from buying an American put option is  
0
() sup t
tT
KY
££
+ - . 
 Considering the time value of money resulted from the bond, the present value of this payoff is  
0
exp sup() t
tT
KY
+
££
- . 
 
Definition 8. 
Assume an American put option has a strike price K  and an expiration time T . Then this option has price 
0
[supexp()()].
tT
pt fErtKY
+
££
=-- 
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Theorem 5. (American Put Option Pricing Formula) 
Assume an American put option for the stock model (1) has a strike price K and an expiration time T. Then the American 
put option price is 
()
1
0
0 0
exp()()()exp()
s d up1exp.
3(1exp())
p
tT
rtsKmmYt
fs
t
paaaa
sa
-
¥
££
-+-+--
=+-
--
￿￿ ￿￿
￿￿ ￿￿
Łł Łł ￿               (5) 
Proof.  
We first calculate the uncertainty distribution  t F  of  exp()() t rtKY
+ -- . For each (0,] tT ˛ , it is obvious that 
()0 t x F =  provided 0 x < . When  0 x > , we have 
{ }
()
() () {}
() () {}
0 0
0 0
0 0
exp()exp()()exp()exp()
exp()exp()exp()
exp()e
d
xp()exp()
d
d
()exp()()
t
t
t
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+
+
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where x  is a normal uncertain variable. So we obtain 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) { }
()
1
0
0
exp()()()exp()
1exp.
3(1exp())
()exp()exp()/(exp()1) t
rtxKmmYt
t
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-
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It follows from the extreme value theorem that  
0
supexp()() t
tT
rtYK
+
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--  
has an uncertainty distribution 
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-
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 Thus we get 
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 The American put option pricing formula is verified. 
 
Example 4. 
Assume that a stock is presently selling for a price 0 30 Y = , the riskless interest rate  8% r =  per annum, 0.1 m = ,  0.06 a =  
and  7.5 s = .  Consider an American put option with an expiration time  0.25 T =  and a strike price 29 K = . By the American 
put option pricing formula (5), we effectively calculate out that the price is 0.4530 . 
 
6.  CONCLUSION  
The main contribution of this paper was to provide a mean-reverting stock model via uncertainty theory. Some option 
pricing formulas were proved for the stock model. In addition, some numerical experiments were given to illustrate the 
formulas. 
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